Let if be a Hubert space, B a bounded linear operator on H, A a closed, densely defined, unbounded positive self-adjoint linear operator in H. It is the object of the present paper to prove the following theorem :
Theorem. Suppose that for a given positive integer n, (1) BA" -AnB Ç BU»'1,
BiA" -AnBi C B2A"-\ where Bi and B2 are bounded linear operators on H. Then BA -AB is bounded.
The original context in which this theorem arose was one in which A2 was the differential operator (I-A) on a compact Riemannian manifold M, B a singular elliptic operator on M, » = 2. The theorem was proved by the writer in connection with a program begun by R. Palais for giving an intrinsic treatment of singular integral operators on manifolds without the use of localization arguments. We publish it here since it may have other interesting applications. Multiplying on both sides by (An±itl)~1, we obtain
By the representation (4) for A and equation (6), we have
Applying equation (7), we see that For Ii, we have
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For I2, we apply the simple estimates \\A»-l(A» ± itl)-l\\ = c(c + t)-1'", \\(a» ± iti)-i ¿(c + ty-1, for a given c > 0, and obtain
Hence, /100
tl'"(c + i)-1-2'" dt < + 00.
0
Since both Ii and I2 are bounded, so is BA -AB. q.e.d.
An obvious modification of the above proof yields the following more general result:
Theorem 2. Let A be a positive self-adjoint operator, B a bounded operator on H, and suppose that there exist nine bounded operators Bi, • ■ ■ , B9 on II such that (9) BAn -A"B Q B1A"-1 + A^lB2 + B3,
BiA" -A"Bi ÇZ BiA»-1 + A»-lBb + Bt,
B2A" -A»B2 Ç BjA*-1 + An~lBs + B9.
Then BA -AB is'bounded.
More generally still, we can include on the right of equations (9), (10), and (11) terms of the form X),<n_i BjAi+A'Bj'. (This actually follows from the statement of Theorem 2.) By use of the functional calculus for closed operators with appropriate existence and growth conditions on resolvents, we can remove the self-adjointness assumption on A and carry over the result to Banach spaces (with a rather unwieldy hypothesis on the operator ^4).
